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(57) ABSTRACT
Systems and methods process an input received from a remote control. A media stream is presented on a display, and the input from the remote control is received at a local device associated with the display. The local device may determine if the input is intended for the local device or a remote device. If the input is intended for the local device, the input may be processed at the local device. Various interface features, for example, may be managed at the local device. If the input is intended for the remote device, a signal may be transmitted from the local device to the remote device to thereby allow the remote device to respond to the input.

20 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTROLLING MEDIA DEVICES

PRIORITY CLAIM

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/981,993, entitled "USER INTERFACE FOR MEDIA DEVICE THAT CONTROLS OTHER MEDIA DEVICES", and filed on Oct. 23, 2007, which is incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

Various embodiments relate to user interfaces for media devices, as well as mechanisms to control media devices that control other media devices.

BACKGROUND

Many media devices have been developed to provide different functionalities. A typical home theater system, for example, includes multiple media devices such as a DVD player, a timeshifting device (e.g., digital video recorder (DVR)), and a place-shifting device (e.g., SlingBox from Sling Media, Inc.). In order to control these various media devices, customers typically juggle or switch between multiple remote controls, which can be inconvenient and confusing.

One approach to solve this problem is to use a universal remote control, which is typically a remote control that has been preprogrammed to operate a variety of devices in parallel. When a user wants to control a device, the user may press a mode button on the universal remote control to switch the remote to the intended device, and then use the universal remote control to control the device. When the user wants to control a different device, he or she generally needs to switch the universal remote control to that other device the universal remote controlling the other device.

This approach is insufficient for many applications because it does not typically allow for seamless operation. Users must generally first figure out which device to control before using the universal remote control, which can be confusing when multiple devices are involved.

In addition, this approach does not typically function when the multiple devices are controlled through one another. For example, assume a local device (e.g., a set-top box) connects to and controls a remote device (e.g., a place-shifting device). Users of the universal remote control cannot generally control both devices easily, because the remote device is controlled through the local one. The universal remote control is generally designed to control multiple devices in parallel, by operating with each of them individually and directly; as a result, the universal remote does not typically work optimally in setting where the remote is asked to control one device through another.

Therefore, there is a need in the art for a way to enable users to control multiple devices seamlessly, including remote, down-stream devices. There is also a need for an efficient and intuitive user interface.

BRIEF SUMMARY

Various exemplary embodiments relate to systems and methods for processing user inputs received from a remote control. In a first exemplary embodiment, a method of processing an input received from a user via a remote control suitably comprises presenting a media stream on a display and receiving the input from the remote control at a local device associated with the display. The local device determines if the input is intended for the local device or a remote device. If the input is intended for the remote device, the input is processed at the local device. If the input is intended for the remote device, a signal is transmitted from the local device to the remote device to thereby allow the remote device to respond to the input.

In another embodiment, a method of processing an input received from a user via a remote control suitably comprises presenting first imagery on a display, wherein the first imagery comprises a presentation of a media stream having a periphery and an interface feature comprising a first plurality of input options, and wherein the first plurality of input options is arranged around the periphery of the presentation of the media stream on the display. The input is received from the remote control at a local device associated with the display, wherein the input is a directional input having a direction corresponding to one of the first plurality of input options. In response to the directional input, second imagery is presented on the display, wherein the second imagery comprises a second plurality of input options that is presented adjacent to the presentation of the media stream on the display in a direction from the presentation of the media stream that corresponds to the direction of the input.

In still other embodiments, a system for processing an input received via a remote control from a viewer of a display comprises a wireless receiver configured to receive the input from the remote control, a network interface configured to be coupled to a network, a display interface configured to be coupled to the display; and a processor. The processor is configured to receive the input from the wireless receiver, to receive a media stream from a remote device via the network interface, to present imagery comprising the media stream on the display via the display interface, to process the input at the local device if the input is intended for the local device, and to transmit a signal to the remote device via the network to thereby allow the remote device to respond to the input if the input is intended for the remote device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The disclosed embodiments have other advantages and features which will be more readily apparent from the detailed description, the appended claims, and the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating an exemplary media system.

FIG. 1B is a block diagram of an exemplary media device.

FIGS. 2-7 are a series of screen shots of an exemplary user interface for a media device.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart diagram illustrating an exemplary method to disambiguate commands received at a media device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a user interface for users to interact with a media device, as well as a method for users to control multiple devices through a single device. The user interface may be implemented on any sort of device, including any sort of media player, time or place shifting device, receiver, recorder, set-top box or the
like. While some embodiments may implement both the interfaces and the control features described herein for a high level of functionality and convenience, it is not necessary that embodiments of the user interface include the ability to control multiple devices, nor is it necessary that multi-device embodiments make use of the user interface features described herein.

System Architecture of an Exemplary Embodiment

FIG. (FIG.) 1A is a diagram illustrating one exemplary embodiment of a media device environment 100. As illustrated, the environment 100 includes a media device 110 connected with a television or other display 120. The media device 110 communicates with a remote control 140 and the Internet (or another network) 150. The place-shifting device 130 is shown in FIG. 1A to be connected with a DVD player 170 and/or a DVR 180. In various embodiments, DVR 180 receives a television or other signal from a cable or satellite set top box, antenna or other media receiver 175. Alternately, a receiver 175 may be directly connected to place-shifting device 130, media device 110 and/or display 120 as desired, or receiver 175 may be omitted entirely.

In FIG. 1A, place-shifting device 130 is also shown connected to the Internet 150 directly and/or through one or more other networks. In this example, the network may be a wired or wireless network. Examples of the network include the Internet, a local area network (LAN), a WiFi network, a WiMAX network, a mobile telephone network, or any combination thereof. In various embodiments, place-shifting device 130 is able to receive a media stream from one or more sources (e.g., receiver 175, DVR 180, DVD player 170 and/or the like), to convert the received media stream to a format that is compatible with the network, and to transmit the “place shifted” media stream over network to a remote player such as a player associated with a mobile device, portable computer, remotely-located television, and/or the like. Place-shifting device 130 may transmit a media stream over the network to media device 110, for example, which then is able to convert the received stream from the network format into a format that can be presented to the viewer on display 120 as desired. One example of the place-shifting device 130 is described in detail in U.S. application Ser. No. 11/147,664 entitled “Personal Media Broadcasting System,” filed on Jun. 7, 2005 (published as U.S. Patent Publication No. 20060095471), which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety, although other embodiments may use different types of place shifting or other devices.

The media device 110 may receive media content from the place-shifting device 130, the personal computer 140, the Internet 150, a cable, satellite or broadcast television receiver, any remote media devices that may be present, and/or any other sources as appropriate. In the example of FIG. 1A, media device 110 may receive media content from the DVD player 170 or the DVR 180 indirectly through the place-shifting device 130, although other embodiments may provide media content directly to the device 110 as appropriate. Various other sources of media not shown in FIG. 1A could also be present. Generally, media device 110 is able display the received media content on the display 120. Users may interact with the media device 110 through the remote control 160.

FIG. 1B provides additional detail about an exemplary media device 110 that includes a network interface 210, a storage interface 206, and a display interface 228 as appropriate. FIG. 1B also shows a transport select module, display processor module and control module 205, which may all execute on a common processor as appropriate. Other embodiments may incorporate additional or alternate processing modules from those shown in FIG. 1B, and/or or omit one or more modules shown in FIG. 1B, and/or may organize the various modules in any other manner different from the exemplary arrangement shown in FIG. 1B.

Media device 110 may be logically and physically implemented in any manner. FIG. 1B shows various logical and functional features that may be present in an exemplary device 110; each module shown in the figure may be implemented with any sort of hardware, software, firmware and/or the like. Any of the various modules may be implemented with any sort of general or special purpose integrated circuitry, for example, such as any sort of microprocessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor, programmed array and/or the like. In various embodiments, any number of the modules shown in FIG. 1B may be implemented as part of a “system on a chip” (SoC) using any suitable processing circuitry under control of any appropriate control logic 205. In such embodiments, control logic 205 executes within an integrated SoC or other processor that also implements transport selector 212 and display processor 218, as well as any logic that controls network interface 210 and/or storage interface 206, as appropriate. NXP Semiconductors of Eindhoven, Netherlands, for example, produces several models of processors that are capable of supporting SoC implementations, although products from any number of other suppliers could be equivalently used. In still other embodiments, various distinct chips, circuits or components may be inter-connected with each other to implement the functions represented in FIG. 1B.

Various embodiments of control logic 205 can include any circuitry, components, hardware, software and/or firmware logic capable of controlling the components and processes operating within device 110. Although FIG. 1B shows control logic 205 as a discrete feature, in practice control logic 205 will typically interact with each of the other modules and components operating within media device 110 to direct the operation thereof.

Media device 110 includes an appropriate network interface 210 that operates using any implementation of protocols or other features to support communication by device 110 on the network. In various embodiments, network interface 210 supports conventional LAN, WAN or other protocols (e.g., the TCP/IP or UDP/IP suite of protocols widely used on the Internet) to allow device to communicate on the network as desired. Network interface 210 typically interfaces with the network using any sort of LAN adapter hardware, such as a conventional network interface card (NIC) or the like provided within device 110.

Storage interface 206 is any physical, logical and/or other features that can be used to interface with an internal or external storage medium 215 such as a magnetic or optical disk drive, a flash memory card, and/or any other sort of storage as appropriate. In various embodiments, storage interface 206 is a universal serial bus (USB) or other standard interface that allows users to store files at a conventional computer system (e.g., computer 114 in some embodiments) for playback via media device 110. In such embodiments, media device 110 will typically include a physical interface that can receive the media 106, as well as a logical interface that may be implemented within the SoC or other logical features of device 110 to execute in response to control logic 205.

In many embodiments, media device 110 includes an input interface 207 that receives infrared or other wireless instructions from remote control 160. Input interface 207 may also
include any number of buttons, sliders, knobs or other physical input devices located on a housing of device 110. In operation, user instructions provided by remote control 160 and/or any other input features are received at input interface 207 for subsequent processing by control logic 205. In various embodiments, control logic 205 takes appropriate actions based upon the particular inputs received; examples of appropriate actions may include directing display processor 218 to generate or modify the presented imagery, directing a command packet to be sent to a remotely-located content source, and/or any other actions.

Transport stream select module 212 is any hardware and/or software logic capable of selecting a desired media stream from the available sources. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1B, transport select module 212 is able to select video signals for presentation on one or more output interfaces 228. Stream select module 212 therefore responds to viewer inputs (e.g., via control logic 205) to simply switch content received from a network source 210 or from storage 106 to one or more display processing modules 218.

Display processor module 218 includes any appropriate hardware, software and/or other logic to create desired screen displays at interface 228 as desired. In various embodiments, display processor module 218 is able to decode and/or transcode the received media to a format that can be presented at display interface 228. The generated displays, including received/stored content and any other displays may then be presented to one or more output interfaces 228 in any desired format. In various embodiments, display processor 218 produces an output signal encoded in any standard format (e.g., ITU656 format for standard definition television signals or any format for high definition television signals) that can be readily converted to standard and/or high definition television signals at interface 228.

Display processing module 218 is also able to produce on-screen displays (OSDs) for electronic program guide, setup and control, input/output faciliation and/or other features that may vary from embodiment to embodiment. Such displays are not typically contained within the received or stored broadcast stream, but are nevertheless useful to users in interacting with device 110 or the like. In particular, on-screen displays can be used to generate user interfaces that allow convenient program selection, control and the like, as described more fully below.

User Interface

The media device 110 illustrated in FIGS. 1A-B generally provides an interface, such as a full-screen multi-level user interface, on the display 120 for users (or viewers) to interact with the media device 110 to control device 110 and/or any devices connected with it (e.g., place-shifting device 130). Users may interact with media device 110 through any sorts of input devices such as remote control 160, a mobile phone, a mobile computing device, and/or a personal computer, just to name a few. In one embodiment, users navigate through the user interface by gesturing in one or different directions using the remote control 160 (e.g., by pressing direction buttons or keys on the remote control 160). This user interface may also be suitable for other set-top boxes, personal computers, and/or other consumer electronics devices.

In one embodiment, users may access a top-level user interface (or top-level menu) by pressing a menu button on the remote control 160 or other input device. The remote control 160 sends a signal (or control signal) to the media device 110 indicating that the user pressed the menu button. Upon receiving the signal, the media device 110 displays the top-level user interface in the display 120.

Prior to receiving the signal, media device 110 may be in a stand-by mode or may be actively displaying a live or other video on the display 120, as appropriate. In various embodiments, if the display 120 is displaying video (e.g., live video or any other imagery) when the media device 110 receives the signal, the media device 110 suitably scales the video down and displays it in a video window in the top-level user interface, allowing the user to continue watching the video while navigating through the user interface.

In one embodiment, the top-level user interface includes up to four items (or menu items or controls or options) spatially arranged in a compass-type layout around the video window. Users may select (or access) an item of interest by navigating (or gesturing) to the direction indicated by the spatial location of the item. For example, if the user intends to select the item displayed above the video window, he or she may gesture “up” using the buttons on the remote control 160 (e.g., pressing an “up” arrow or a “direction up” button). Alternatively, the gesture may be provided using a touchpad, joystick, trackball, directional pad or other two-dimensional input device provided on remote control 160. In other embodiments, the top-level user interface may include more than four items spatially arranged around the video window. For example, the top-level user interface may include eight menu items displayed on the four sides (up, down, left, right) and the four corners (top-left, bottom-left, top-right, bottom-right). Other spatial arrangements (e.g., using any sort of row/column, circular, octagonal, or other arrangement) could also be formulated.

Upon receiving a user selection of an item displayed in the top-level user interface (a top-level item), the media device 110 suitably responds in any appropriate manner. In various embodiments, the media device 110 moves the video window in the opposite direction of user navigation and displays a second-level user interface associated with the selected top-level item in the rest display area in the display 120. For example, if the user selects the top-level item displayed on the left of the video window, the media device 110 shifts the video window to the right, and displays a second-level user interface to the left of the video window. Other embodiments may take other actions as appropriate.

The second-level user interface, similar to the first-level user interface, may be spatially arranged in a compass-type layout or the like. In one embodiment, the second-level user interface includes up to three items spatially arranged together with the video window in a compass-type layout.
Users may select an item of interest (including the video window) by navigating to the direction indicated by the spatial location of the item. Users may access the top-level user interface by selecting the video window, by pressing a home button on the remote control 160, or by any other technique. By displaying the video window in the opposite direction of user navigation, users may go back to the top-level user interface by navigating to the direction opposite to the previous navigation. For example, if the user navigated left from the top-level user interface to a second-level user interface, he or she can go back to the top-level user interface by navigating right in the second-level user interface.

In one embodiment, the second-level user interface includes an icon (or text or image) identifying the associated top-level item by displaying the icon in (or approximate to) the center, surrounded by the items displayed in the second-level user interface (second-level items). This icon indicates to the user the path the user took to reach the current user interface.

Upon user selection of a second-level item in this embodiment, the media device 110 moves the video window in the opposite direction of user navigation and displays a third-level user interface associated with the selected second-level item in the rest display area in the display 120. The third-level user interface and deeper levels of user interface may be displayed and/or interacted in a manner similar to the second-level user interface. For example, the user may select an item displayed in an N-level user interface (an N-level item) to access an (N−1)-level user interface or select the video window to go back to an (N−1)-level user interface. N may be any integer larger than 1. In one embodiment, the media device 110 indicates the context in the current level user interface (e.g., the selected items or path leading to the current level user interface).

As described above, when a user selects an item in a user interface of any level by navigating to a direction, the media device 110 moves the video window to the opposite direction and displays a user interface associated with the selected item in the rest display area. The user interface associated with the selected item may include multiple selectable items. As described above, the media device 110 may display the multiple selectable items in a compass-type layout. When the number of the selectable items is large (e.g., more than about three in some embodiments), the media device 110 may display the items in a vertical (or horizontal) list on one side, and display the video window on the opposite side. Users may navigate through the vertical list by gesturing up or down using the remote control 160. When switching from one level of user interface to another, the media device 110 may insert animation in between, or provide other enhancements as desired.

An example of a user interface is illustrated with respect to FIGS. 2-7, which are described in detail below. In the following example, the media device may be, for example, a SLINGCATCHER product, which is a media device developed and distributed by Sling Media, Inc. of Foster City, Calif. Equivalent embodiments, however, may use other media catcher devices other than the SLINGCATCHER product. Similarly, the particular interface images and features presented in the views of FIGS. 2-7 are purely exemplary, and may vary significantly from those of various practical embodiments.

FIG. 2 is a screen shot of an exemplary full screen live video image displayed on a television by the media device 110. This represents a “default state” or the like prior to activation of the user interface features available in the device. In this state, media device 110 may simply relay video signals from a receiver or other source to display 120; alternatively, display 120 may receive media content from another source entirely.

After a user presses a menu button on a remote control 160 associated with the media device 110 or takes another action to initiate the interface, media device 110 displays a top-level user interface on the television, as illustrated in the image of FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, the full screen live video can be scaled to be smaller and displayed in a video window that is integrated into the top-level user interface; other embodiments, however, may simply present the interface without the video, or may present the video in another location. The video window in FIG. 2 displays descriptions of the live video on the bottom by indicating that its original source is “DirectTV” and it is streamed from “Media Room SlingBox”; other sources may be presented as appropriate, or this information may be removed in an alternate embodiment. The top level user interface shown in FIG. 2 also includes the following four items: “Live TV,” “Sling It,” “Settings,” and “My Media,” displayed above, to the right of, below, and to the left of the video window, respectively. The user may select an item of interest by pressing a navigation button (or key) on the remote control corresponding to the display location of the item. For example, the user may press an up arrow or the like to select “Live TV.”

Depending on the user selection, the media device 110 displays a second level user interface associated with the selected top-level item. For example, if the user selected “My Media” by pressing a left arrow or other feature on the remote control 160, the media device 110 could move the video window to the right of the display, opposite to the user navigation. Device 100 could then display additional items (e.g., “Queue” and “Sling Projector” as illustrated in the screen shot of FIG. 4) in the available space to the left of the video window. As shown in FIG. 4, the media device 110 also displays another option, “My Media”, approximate to the center of the user interface, indicating its context (e.g., the current user interface is associated with the top-level item “My Media”). Other options (e.g., “Queue,” “Sling Projector”) and the video window are shown displayed to the left of, below, and to the right of “My Media,” accordingly. In this embodiment the user may then select an item of further interest by pressing a navigation button on the remote control or otherwise providing a directional gesture corresponding to the display location of the item. For example, the user may go back to the top-level user interface by pressing a right arrow on the remote control or may access the “Sling Projector” feature by pressing a down arrow. Again, other directional inputs (including gestures applied to a touchpad, directional pad or the like) could be used in any number of equivalent embodiments.

Assuming the user selected “Queue” by providing a “left” indication on the remote control 160, the media device 110 could display a further user interface image such as that shown in FIG. 5, which includes a vertical list of items on the left and the video window on the right. The media device 110 also displays the items leading to the current user interface on the top right corner (“MY MEDIA: QUEUE”). As shown, the vertical list also includes a current item displayed in the middle. In the example of FIG. 5, the current item is displayed with a title of “The Saga of the Viking Women and Their Voyage . . .” along with a thumbnail picture of the corresponding video program. The current item is also shown with an “OK” button for Play and an “OPT” button for Options.
The user may press the "OK" button on the remote control 160 to play the corresponding video program in this example, or may press the "OPT" button to view and/or set options related to this item.

The vertical list as shown also displays items above and below the current item by their titles. In this embodiment the user can navigate to the items displayed above the current item by providing an "up" indication, and to items below by providing a "down" indication on the remote control. The user interface may display additional items and hide existing items as the user scrolls up or down the vertical list. The user interface indicates in the top-left corner that the vertical list is sorted by date, and the user may sort the list by pressing the "Menu" button in the remote control.

In response to the appropriate input from the user (e.g., depressing an "OK" button on remote 160), the media device 110 plays the video program of the current item in the vertical list on the display 120, as illustrated in the screen shot in FIG. 6. The media device 110 may also display information related to the video program (e.g., title, format, resolution, transmission rate, and progress) overlaying the video as desired and appropriate.

After the video program finishes, the media device 110 suitably scales the video down and displays it in a video window in various embodiments. Media device 110 may also notify viewers that they have finished watching the video program, and may display several options for the viewer to select, as illustrated in the screen shot in FIG. 7. The options shown include "Delete," "Back to My Queue," and "Play Again," although other embodiments may provide additional or fewer features as appropriate. Viewers may navigate among the options using the up and/or down arrows in the remote control.

Remote Control

With primary reference again to FIGS. 1A and 1B, in various embodiments users are able to control multiple devices by interacting with a single device (hereinafter called the local device) that may be connected with multiple remote devices. That is, a single remote control 160 may be used to efficiently provide inputs to multiple devices such as placement shifting device 130, DVD player 170, DVR 180, receiver 175, and/or the like. In such embodiments, the user typically transmits commands (or control signals) with remote control 160 to the local device (e.g., media device 110) to control the local device or the remote devices without specifying the intended target. The local device automatically determines a target device (the user intends to direct the commands to) for the received commands (i.e., disambiguates the command). If the local device determines that itself is the target device, it processes (or responds to) the commands accordingly, otherwise, it relays (or passes) the commands to the intended remote device in any manner.

In one embodiment, the local device includes a remote key router module (hereinafter called a RKR module) 231. The RKR module 231 includes any sort of hardware and/or software features that are configured to determine a target device for commands received and to route (or relay or pass) the commands to the target device (if different from the local device). The RKR module 231 has access to key mapping information, which includes keys acceptable by the local device and by remote devices connected with the local device. Key mapping data may be stored in a lookup table or other logical structure within control logic 205 and/or elsewhere within the local device, as described more fully below. In various embodiments, the RKR module 231 is implemented as a software module or routine that executes on a processor residing within the local device (e.g., media device 110 in FIG. 1). In such embodiments, RKR module is able to receive inputs from remote 160, to identify which inputs are processed locally, and to distribute the inputs (e.g., in the form of internal or externally-routed signals) for appropriate processing. If the received input is intended for a remote device (e.g., placement shifting device 130), a signal may be sent (e.g., over a network or other data communications link) to the remote device for remote processing. Other embodiments may vary, however, as appropriate.

In one embodiment, each device (local or remote) is represented by an agent application 233A-C running in the local device. The agent application 233 includes hardware and/or software features that are configured to route data (e.g., commands and/or content) between the represented device and the RKR module. The RKR module can therefore communicate with the devices through the agent applications 233, rather than communicating with the devices directly. In an exemplary embodiment, RKR module 231 and any agent applications 233 are applets, programs or other modules executing as part of control logic 205 (FIG. 1B), although other embodiments may implement these features in any other manner.

FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 800 for a local device to disambiguate received commands and route them to an intended target device. Method 800 may be implemented in hardware, software and/or firmware (e.g., as part of control logic 205). To that end, method 800 may be implemented in any sort of source and/or object code in any format, which may be stored in any digital storage medium (e.g., memory, firmware or mass storage associated with device 110) and may be executed on any processor, including any processor residing within media device 110. Other embodiments may include additional steps to those shown in FIG. 8, may omit certain steps, or may arrange the various steps that are present in any other temporal or logical manner as desired.

Referring now to the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, agent applications 233 are instantiated (or created) in the local device to represent the local device and the connected remote devices. In various embodiments, these applications are initialized in control logic 205 shown in FIG. 1B, although other embodiments may operate in any other manner. Typically, the agent applications 233 register key mapping information for the represented device (e.g., keys acceptable by the represented device) in the RKR module 231. Agent applications may be instantiated at system startup, upon initial contact from the remote device, and/or on any other basis.

The RKR module 231 initially waits 810 for commands from associated input devices (e.g., a remote control) as appropriate. After receiving 820 a command (e.g., a remote control key) from an input device, the RKR module 231 determines 830 target device(s) for the command. In one embodiment, the RKR module 231 checks key mapping information to identify device(s) accepting the received command and determine 830 the device(s) as target device(s).

The RKR module 231 determines 840 whether the current active device is a target device. The current active device is any device with which the user is actively engaged. For example, if the user is operating (or watching) video streamed from a source (e.g., a place-shifting device 130) then the current active device will typically be the place-shifting device 130. The current active device can be the local device or a remote device. By default, the local device may be initially considered as the current active device (although other embodiments may assume that a remote device is initially the current active device). The current active device information may be stored together with the key mapping information or elsewhere as desired.
If the RKR module 231 determines that the current active device is a target device, then the RKR module 231 routes the command to an agent application 233A-C representing the current active device. In one embodiment, even if there are target devices other than the current active device, the RKR module routes the command to the current active device. The current active device is the device that the user is actively engaged with. Therefore, the user probably intends the received command for the current active device.

If the RKR module 231 determines that the current active device is not a target device, then the RKR module routes the command to an agent application 233 representing a target device. In one embodiment, if there are multiple target devices, the RKR module routes the command to a target device with a highest priority. The agent 233, then, transmits the appropriate instruction to the remote device over the network or other link to produce the effect desired by the viewer. As shown in FIG. 2A, for example, a command received at RF receiver 207 from remote 160 may be processed at RKR module 231 and forwarded to an agent module 233A that is associated with a remote component (e.g., place-shifting device 130). Agent 233A contains logic and information sufficient to forward the instruction intended by the viewer to the remote device; in practice, this instruction may be sent from control logic 205 (e.g., using conventional I/O techniques) to network interface 210 for transmission to remote device 130 over the network. One example of a method to determine priority for devices is described in greater detail below.

The RKR module 231 (and/or one or more agent applications 233) also determines whether the received command leads to control context change. In one embodiment, one or more commands (or keys) may be configured to indicate an intention to switch control context. For example, the user may press a menu button (or option button) while operating a remote device (e.g., a place-shifting device) to indicate a context switch and to trigger the local device to display its menu. In another embodiment, depends on user configuration, a command not supported by the current active is considered to lead to control context change to the target device. In yet another embodiment, if the RKR module 231 receives a command that previously led to the most recent control context change, the RKR module 231 determines that the command leads to control context change, and restores previous control context by making the last active device as the current active device.

If it is determined that the command does not lead to control context change, the RKR module 231 waits for another command. Otherwise, the RKR module 231 determines whether the command is routed to the current active device. If the command is routed to the current active device, it may be determined that the user wants to resume previous engagement with the last active device. Therefore, the RKR module 231 makes the last active device as the current active device. In one embodiment, the agent application of the current active device (or the RKR module 231) determines that the received command is for the last active device, and forwards (or passes) the command to its agent application.

If the command is routed to a target device that is not the current active device, it is determined that the user intends to start engaging with the target device. Therefore, the RKR module 231 makes the target device as the new current active device, and the previous current active device now becomes the last active device. After switching control context, the RKR module 231 resumes waiting for the next command.

The following examples illustrate the method in a place-shifting context. In these examples, the place-shifting device 130 (the remote device) streams video content to the media device 110 (the local device). Users may use the remote control 160 to control the media device 110 of the place-shifting device 130 through the media device. Other embodiments may apply the concepts and techniques described in this example, however, to control any number of other components. Indeed, a single media device could control multiple other devices in various embodiments. Further, a “controlled” device may itself control other devices. A place-shifting device 130, for example, may itself control a DVR 180, DVD player 170, receiver 175 and/or any other device using the techniques described herein, or using an infrared or other wireless “blaster” type device that emulates signals transmitted by a remote control associated with the device. As an example, an instruction transmitted by remote 160 may be received at media device 110, transmitted over a network or other link to a place-shifting device 130, and then relayed via an RF emulator from device 130 to DVR 180, which may itself control receiver 175. Many different scenarios could be formulated across a wide array of equivalent embodiments.

The table below illustrates key mapping information for an exemplary media device 110 and an exemplary place-shifting device 130 used in the following example; other embodiments may use different key mapping information as appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remote Key</th>
<th>Media Device (Local Device)</th>
<th>Place-shifting Device (Remote Device)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menu</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Up</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Down</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As illustrated, the remote control 160 has the following ten keys: a Menu key, four direction keys (Left, Right, Up, and Down), an Option key, two channel keys (Channel Up and Channel Down), a Play key, and a Guide key. The media device 110 accepts (or supports or handles) seven of the ten keys (Menu, Left, Right, Up, Down, Option, and Play). The place-shifting device 130 accepts nine of the ten keys (Left, Right, Up, Down, Option, Channel Up, Channel Down, Play, and Guide) in this example.

For example, assume a user is operating the local media device 110. The user presses the Menu key on the remote control 160. The RKR module 231 on the media device 110 receives a signal indicating this user action. Because the Menu key is accepted by a single device, the media device 110, the RKR module 231 determines that it is the target device and routes the Menu key command to the media device 110. The RKR module 231 determines that the Menu key command does not lead to control context change, and the local media device 110 remains as the current active device.

As another example, assume the user is actively operating the remote place-shifting device 130. The RKR module 231 receives a signal indicating the user pressed the Play key on the remote control 160. Both the local media device 110 and the remote place-shifting device 130 accept the Play key,
so the “play” input is at least potentially ambiguous. However, because the place-shifting device 130 is the current active device, the RKK module 231 determines 830 that the place-shifting device 130 is the target device and routes 850 the Play key command to the place-shifting device 130. The RKK module 231 in this embodiment determines 870 that the Play key command does not lead to control context change, and the remote place-shifting device 130 remains as the current active device.

As an example of control context change, assume the user is watching video streamed from the place-shifting device 130 through the media device 110 on the display 120. In this context, commands from the remote control 160 are normally related to the place-shifting device 130 (e.g., pause, fast forward). Therefore, the RKK module 231 deems the place-shifting device 130 as the current active device.

As the user presses the Menu key, the RKK module 231 receives 820 a corresponding command from the remote control 160. The RKK module 231 checks key mapping and determines 830 that the local media device 110 is the target device because it is the only device accepting the Menu key. The RKK module 231 determines 840 that the current active device, the place-shifting device 130, is not a target device and routes 360 the Menu key command to the media device 110.

The RKK module 231 determines 870 that the Menu key command leads to a control context change, and determines 880 that the Menu key command is not routed to the current active device. Therefore, the RKK module 231 makes 895 the target device, the local media device 110, as the current active device, and routes subsequent commands to it, unless and/or until receiving a command that leads to control context change (e.g., the user presses the Menu key again or presses a key only accepted by the place-shifting device 130). Therefore, when this control context switch happens, the user can navigate the user interface of the media device 110 using the remote control 160.

In one embodiment, the RKK module 231 determines a priority for each device and routes commands based on priority. For example, the RKK module 231 may route a received command to a device accepting the command and having the highest priority. The priorities may be determined based on factors such as how frequently and/or how recent the user interacts with the devices. The priority may also be predetermined or assigned by the user.

In one embodiment, users may program soft-keys on the remote control by assigning commands intended for the local device and/or a remote device to the programmable soft-keys as desired. Subsequently, when the user presses these programmed soft-keys, the RKK module 231 automatically sets the control context to be for the local device or the remote device and acts accordingly.

By implementing the method in the local device, a user may control remote devices connected with the local device and the local device through a single control device without specifying the intended target. Therefore, the disclosure provides a non-interruptive method for a user to control multiple devices.

What is claimed is:

1. A method executable by a local device to process an input received at the local device from a user via a remote control, the method comprising:
   - receiving a media stream at the local device from a remote device via a network;
   - presenting the media stream on a display associated with the local device as the media stream is received via the network, wherein the media stream is presented with an interface feature having a first plurality of options, and wherein the presentation of the media stream is shrunk to occupy less than a full screen of the display so that a periphery extends from the presentation of the media stream to an edge of the display, and so that the first plurality of options is spatially arranged on the periphery so as to not obscure the presentation of the media stream;
   - receiving a directional input having a direction corresponding to a direction from the presentation of the media stream toward one of the first plurality of input options spatially arranged on the periphery;
   - in response to the directional input, presenting second imagery on the display, wherein the second imagery comprises a second plurality of input options that is presented adjacent to the presentation of the media stream on the display in a direction from the presentation of the media stream that corresponds to the direction of the directional input;
   - receiving the input from the remote control at the local device associated with the display, wherein the input indicates one of the second plurality of options;
   - determining if the input is intended for the local device or the remote device that provides the media stream;
   - if the input is intended for the local device, processing the input at the local device; and
   - if the input is intended for the remote device, transmitting a signal from the local device to the remote device via the network to thereby allow the remote device to respond to the input.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the remote device is a place-shifting device that provides the media stream to the local device via the network, and wherein the transmitting comprises transmitting the signal from the local device to the place-shifting device to thereby change the media stream provided by the place-shifting device.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the transmitting comprises transmitting the signal over the network to the remote device to thereby adjust the media stream.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the input is a wireless input.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the determining comprises recognizing that the input is able to be processed by one of the local device and the remote device, but not by the other.

6. The method of claim 5 further comprising establishing the one of the local device and the remote device that is able to process the input as a current active device.

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising routing subsequent inputs received from the remote control to the current active device.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the subsequent inputs are routed until a subsequent input is received that is not able to be processed by the current active device.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the processing of the input at the local device comprises displaying an interface for further inputs on the display.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the interface is presented on the display along with the media stream.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the interface comprises a plurality of input options arranged about a periphery of a presentation of the media stream on the display.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the user is able to select one of the plurality of input options by providing the input on the remote control, and wherein the input comprises a direction.

13. The method of claim 12 further comprising displaying a second interface in response to the user selection of one of
the plurality of input options, wherein the second interface comprises a second plurality of input options.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the second interface is presented adjacent to a presentation of the media stream on the display in a direction that corresponds to the direction of the input.

15. A local system for processing an input received via a remote control from a viewer of a display, the system comprising:

a wireless receiver configured to receive the input from the remote control;
a network interface configured to be coupled to a network;
a display interface configured to be coupled to the display; and

a processor configured to receive the input from the wireless receiver, to receive a media stream from a remote device via the network interface, to present imagery comprising the media stream on the display via the display interface, to process the input at the local system if the input is intended for the local system, and to transmit a signal to the remote device via the network to thereby allow the remote device to respond to the input if the input is intended for the remote device, wherein the presentation of the media stream within the imagery is shrunken to occupy less than a full screen of the display so that a periphery extends from the presentation of the media stream to an edge of the display, and so that the first plurality of options is spatially arranged on the periphery so as to not obscure the presentation of the media stream, and wherein the processor is further configured to receive a directional input having a direction corresponding to a direction from the presentation of the media stream toward one of the first plurality of input options spatially arranged on the periphery, and, in response to the directional input, to present second imagery on the display, wherein the second imagery comprises a second plurality of input options that is presented adjacent to the presentation of the media stream on the display in a direction from the presentation of the media stream that corresponds to the direction of the directional input, and wherein the input indicates one of the second plurality of options.

16. The system of claim 15 wherein the system comprises a remote key router module configured to determine whether the input is intended for the local system or the remote device.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the system further comprises an agent application associated with the remote device, and wherein the remote key router module is further configured to route the input to the agent application associated with the remote device if the input is intended for the remote device.

18. The system of claim 17 wherein the agent application associated with the remote device is configured to transmit the signal to the remote device via the network interface.

19. The system of claim 15 wherein the remote device is a placeshifting device.

20. A method of processing an input received from a user via a remote control, the method comprising:

presenting first imagery on a display, wherein the first imagery comprises a presentation of a media stream having a periphery and an interface feature comprising a first plurality of input options, and wherein the presentation of the media stream is shrunken to occupy less than the full screen so that the periphery extends from the presentation of the media stream to the edge of the screen, and so that the first plurality of input options is spatially arranged on the periphery of the presentation of the media stream on the display so as to not obscure the presentation of the media stream;

receiving the input from the remote control at a local device associated with the display, wherein the input is a directional input having a direction corresponding to a direction from the presentation of the media stream toward one of the first plurality of input options spatially arranged on the periphery; and

in response to the directional input, presenting second imagery on the display, wherein the second imagery comprises a second plurality of input options that is presented adjacent to the presentation of the media stream on the display in a direction from the presentation of the media stream that corresponds to the direction of the input.